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The Tragedy Paper
Ember Perfect for fans of Thirteen Reasons Why and Looking for Alaska, Jennifer Weiner, #1 New York Times bestselling author, calls
Elizabeth LaBan’s The Tragedy Paper “a beguiling and beautifully written tale of ﬁrst love and heartbreak.” It follows the story of Tim
Macbeth, a seventeen-year-old albino and a recent transfer to the prestigious Irving School, where the motto is “Enter here to be and
ﬁnd a friend.” A friend is the last thing Tim expects or wants—he just hopes to get through his senior year unnoticed. Yet, despite his
eﬀorts to blend into the background, he ﬁnds himself falling for the quintessential “It” girl, Vanessa Sheller, girlfriend of Irving’s most
popular boy. To Tim's surprise, Vanessa is into him, too, but she can kiss her social status goodbye if anyone ever ﬁnds out. Tim and
Vanessa begin a clandestine romance, but looming over them is the Tragedy Paper, Irving’s version of a senior year thesis, assigned
by the school’s least forgiving teacher. Jumping between viewpoints of the love-struck Tim and Duncan, a current senior about to
uncover the truth of Tim and Vanessa, The Tragedy Paper is a compelling tale of forbidden love and the lengths people will go to keep
their secrets.
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The Restaurant Critic's Wife
Lake Union Publishing Lila Soto has a master's degree that's gathering dust, a work-obsessed husband, two kids, and lots of
questions about how exactly she ended up here. In their new city of Philadelphia, Lila's husband, Sam, takes his job as a restaurant
critic a little too seriously. To protect his professional credibility, he's determined to remain anonymous. Soon his preoccupation with
anonymity takes over their lives as he tries to limit the family's contact with anyone who might have ties to the foodie world.
Meanwhile, Lila craves adult conversation and some relief from the constraints of her homemaker role. With her patience wearing thin,
she begins to question everything: her decision to get pregnant again, her break from her career, her marriage--even if leaving her exboyfriend was the right thing to do. As Sam becomes more and more ﬁxated on keeping his identity secret, Lila begins to wonder if
her own identity has completely disappeared--and what it will take to get it back.

Beside Herself
Lake Union Publishing With her signature wit and charm, bestselling author Elizabeth LaBan shows how marriage doesn't
necessarily follow a straight line and unexpected detours might just bring you back to the place you most want to be. When she ﬁnds
out her husband cheated, Hannah Bent thinks her marriage is over. Isn't that what happens after an aﬀair? But she's seen friends
divorce, and it's not pretty. Plus, she and Joel have kids and an otherwise-happy life, and she still loves him, although begrudgingly.
Furious and feeling stuck, she suggests having her own aﬀair to even the score. Joel, desperate for forgiveness, agrees. But does she
really want to go through with it? And how exactly does a married mother of two get back in the dating pool? Many awkward dates
follow until she ﬁnds a deep and unexpected connection where she was least looking for it. Just as she thinks she's made a decision,
her journey to happiness is waylaid by storms of doubt. But the important thing is that she's ﬁnally ﬁguring out what she truly wants
for herself, and she understands that whatever choice she makes must be hers and hers alone.

Pretty Little World
Lake Union Publishing "On a cozy street in Philadelphia, three neighboring families have become the best of friends. They can't
imagine life without one another--until one family outgrows their tiny row house. In a bid to stay together, a crazy idea is born: what if
they tear down the walls between their homes and live together under one roof? And so an experiment begins"--Page 4 of cover.
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The Grandparents Handbook
Games, Activities, Tips, How-Tos, and All-Around Fun
Quirk Books Dozens of Activities for Grandparents and Grandchildren, Including: • Scavenger Hunts • Fruit Cobblers • Bath-Time Fun
• Indoor Camping • Backyard Olympics • Yard Sales • Books • Creating a Family Newspaper • Ice Cream • Cakes • Games • Museum
Trips • Apple Crumb Pies • Road Trips • Hunting Four-Leaf Clovers • Gingerbread Houses • Homemade Pickles • Fuse Beads And
much, much more!

Even in Paradise
Harper Collins The Great Gatsby meets Looking for Alaska in this stunning debut from Chelsey Philpot. With inspiration drawn from
Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited, this novel perfectly captures the love and heartbreak that can change us most. When Julia
Buchanan enrolls at St. Anne’s at the beginning of junior year, Charlotte Ryder already knows all about her. Most people do . . . or
think they do. But as Charlotte is pulled into the larger-than-life new girl’s world—a world of midnight rendezvous, dazzling parties,
palatial vacation homes, and ﬁzzy champagne cocktails—she realizes that behind Julia’s self-assured smiles and toasts to the future,
she is still suﬀering from a tragedy. A tragedy that the Buchanan family has kept hidden . . . until now.

Not Perfect
Lake Union Publishing From Elizabeth LaBan, the acclaimed author of The Restaurant Critic's Wife, comes a captivating and very
funny novel about a wife and mother's fall from grace, and why keeping up appearances is not her biggest secret. Tabitha Brewer
wakes up one morning to ﬁnd her husband gone, leaving her no way to support herself and their two children, never mind their
upscale Philadelphia lifestyle. She'd confess her situation to her friends--if it wasn't for those dreadful words of warning in his goodbye
note: "I'll tell them what you did." Instead, she does her best to keep up appearances, even as months pass and she can barely put
food on the table--much less replace a light bulb. While she looks for a job, she lives in fear that someone will see her stuﬃng toilet
paper into her handbag or pinching basil from a neighbor's window box. Soon, blindsided by catastrophe, surprised by romance, and
stunned by the kindness of a stranger, Tabitha realizes she can't keep her secrets forever. Sooner or later, someone is bound to ﬁgure
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out that her life is far from perfect.

The Other Language
Vintage Hailed by The New York Times as “a natural-born storyteller,” the acclaimed author of Rules of the Wild gives us nine
incandescently smart stories, funny, elegant, and poignant by turns, that explore the power of change—in relationships, in
geographies, and across cultures—to reveal unexpected aspects of ourselves. Taking us to Venice during ﬁlm festival season, where a
woman buys a Chanel dress she can barely aﬀord; to a sun-drenched Greek village at the height of the summer holidays, where a
teenager encounters the shocks of ﬁrst love; and to a classical dance community in southern India, where a couple gives in to the
urge to wander, these remarkable tales bring to life characters stepping outside their boundaries into new passions and destinies.
Enlivened by Francesca Marciano’s wit, clear eye, and stunning evocations of people and places, The Other Language is an enthralling
tour de force rich with many pleasures. This ebook edition includes a READING GROUP GUIDE.

Marshﬁeld Memories: More Stories About Growing Up
Henry Holt and Company (BYR) A heartfelt middle grade companion to Marshﬁeld Dreams that captures the boyhood years of
twelve-year-old Ralph Fletcher in relatable episodes of everyday disappointments and triumphs. As the oldest of nine kids, Ralph was
often cast as another parent to his siblings rather than as an older brother; teetering between these two conﬂicting roles, Ralph
longed to be home alone on a sick day, but hated the emptiness of feeling left behind. He loved to play sports with his neighborhood
friends but resented the skillful victories of his younger brother. Thrust into the expectations of impending adolescence, Ralph was
curious about girls, but embarrassed to take part in the school square dance. This satisfying memoir oﬀers a snapshot of those pivotal
moments between grade school and high school, all while tracing the roots of Ralph Fletcher’s acclaimed storytelling. Christy
Ottaviano Books

Voices from S-21
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Terror and History in Pol Pot's Secret Prison
Univ of California Press The horriﬁc torture and execution of hundreds of thousands of Cambodians by Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge
during the 1970s is one of the century's major human disasters. David Chandler, a world-renowned historian of Cambodia, examines
the Khmer Rouge phenomenon by focusing on one of its key institutions, the secret prison outside Phnom Penh known by the code
name "S-21." The facility was an interrogation center where more than 14,000 "enemies" were questioned, tortured, and made to
confess to counterrevolutionary crimes. Fewer than a dozen prisoners left S-21 alive. During the Democratic Kampuchea (DK) era, the
existence of S-21 was known only to those inside it and a few high-ranking Khmer Rouge oﬃcials. When invading Vietnamese troops
discovered the prison in 1979, murdered bodies lay strewn about and instruments of torture were still in place. An extensive archive
containing photographs of victims, cadre notebooks, and DK publications was also found. Chandler utilizes evidence from the S-21
archive as well as materials that have surfaced elsewhere in Phnom Penh. He also interviews survivors of S-21 and former workers
from the prison. Documenting the violence and terror that took place within S-21 is only part of Chandler's story. Equally important is
his attempt to understand what happened there in terms that might be useful to survivors, historians, and the rest of us. Chandler
discusses the "culture of obedience" and its attendant dehumanization, citing parallels between the Khmer Rouge executions and the
Moscow Show Trails of the 1930s, Nazi genocide, Indonesian massacres in 1965-66, the Argentine military's use of torture in the
1970s, and the recent mass killings in Bosnia and Rwanda. In each of these instances, Chandler shows how turning victims into
"others" in a manner that was systematically devaluing and racialist made it easier to mistreat and kill them. More than a chronicle of
Khmer Rouge barbarism, Voices from S-21 is also a judicious examination of the psychological dimensions of state-sponsored
terrorism that conditions human beings to commit acts of unspeakable brutality.

The Summer I Learned to Fly
Wendy Lamb Books Drew's a bit of a loner. She has a pet rat, her dead dad's Book of Lists, an encyclopedic knowledge of cheese
from working at her mom's cheese shop, and a crush on Nick, the surf bum who works behind the counter. It's the summer before
eighth grade and Drew's days seem like business as usual, until one night after closing time, when she meets a strange boy in the
alley named Emmett Crane. Who he is, why he's there, where the cut on his cheek came from, and his bottomless knowledge of rats
are all mysteries Drew will untangle as they are drawn closer together, and Drew enters into the ﬁrst true friendship, and adventure,
of her life.
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Sanctuary Bay
A Novel
St. Martin's Griﬃn When Sarah Merson receives the opportunity of a lifetime to attend the most elite prep school in the countrySanctuary Bay Academy-it seems almost too good to be true. But, after years of bouncing from foster home to foster home, escaping
to its tranquil setting, nestled deep in Swans Island, couldn't sound more appealing. Swiftly thrown into a world of privilege and
secrets, Sarah quickly realizes ﬁnding herself noticed by class charmer, Nate, as well as her roommate's dangerously attentive
boyfriend, Ethan, are the least of her worries. When her roommate suddenly goes missing, she ﬁnds herself in a race against time, not
only to ﬁnd her, but to save herself and discover the dark truth behind Sanctuary Bay's glossy reputation. In this genre-bending YA
thriller, Sanctuary Bay by Laura J. Burns and Melinda Metz, Sarah's new school may seem like an idyllic temple of learning, but as she
unearths years of terrifying history and manipulation, she discovers this "school" is something much more sinister.

Mary Surratt
An American Tragedy
Pelican Publishing Mary Surratt's son, John Surratt, was believed to have acted in a plot with John Wilkes Booth and others to not
only murder the president, but also to kill Secretary of State Seward. John Surratt was in Canada, and Booth yet to be apprehended.
But Mary and others were arrested in connection with the assassination of the president. Eventually they were brought to trial by a
military commission. Tried by a military tribunal despite protests by her defense lawyers that it was illegal to try a civilian before a
military court, Mary and three others were tried for the crime of conspiring with Booth and found guilty. Many prominent citizens
pleaded with President Andrew Johnson for a stay of Mary's execution, but he steadfastly refused. On July 7, 1865, Mary Surratt along
with the other accused assassins were hanged. This book examines that event while asking whether, in its grief over the death of
President Lincoln, America condemned an innocent woman.
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How Not to Be Popular
Delacorte Press Maggie Dempsey is tired of moving all over the country. Her parents are second-generation hippies who uproot her
every year or so to move to a new city. When Maggie was younger, she thought it was fun and adventurous. Now that she’s a
teenager, she hates it. When she moved after her freshman year, she left behind good friends, a great school, and a real feeling of
belonging. When she moved her sophomore year, she left behind a boyfriend, too. Now that they’ve moved to Austin, she knows
better. She’s not going to make friends. She’s not going to ﬁt in. Anything to prevent her from liking this new place and them from
liking her. Only . . . things don’t go exactly as planned.

Fly Away
Simon and Schuster While in North Dakota helping her Aunt Frankie prepare for a possible ﬂood, Lucy ﬁnds her voice as a poet with
the help of her two-year-old brother Teddy, the rest of their family, and a few cows.

Dark Matter
A Ghost Story
Orion January 1937. Clouds of war are gathering over a fogbound London. Twenty-eight year old Jack is poor, lonely and desperate to
change his life. So when he's oﬀered the chance to be the wireless operator on an Arctic expedition, he jumps at it. Spirits are high as
the ship leaves Norway: ﬁve men and eight huskies, crossing the Barents Sea by the light of the midnight sun. At last they reach the
remote, uninhabited bay where they will camp for the next year. Gruhuken. But the Arctic summer is brief. As night returns to claim
the land, Jack feels a creeping unease. One by one, his companions are forced to leave. He faces a stark choice. Stay or go. Soon he
will see the last of the sun, as the polar night engulfs the camp in months of darkness. Soon he will reach the point of no return - when
the sea will freeze, making escape impossible. And Gruhuken is not uninhabited. Jack is not alone. Something walks there in the dark.
This Special Edition Ebook will feature exclusive material: AUTHOR EXTRAS: Dark Matter ¿ An exclusive interview with Michelle Paver
and an extended author biography with integrated photos of the landscape of Spitsbergen. COVER DESIGN: Dark Matter ¿ the jacket
designer¿s take and cover design progression (5 x visuals). DARK MATTER - A SHORT FILM: Dark Matter ¿ Turning the novel into a
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short promotional ﬁlm and Dark Matter - The Film Director's Cut, the rejected ﬁlm scripts, the ﬁnal ﬁlm script and behind the scenes at
ﬁlming (3 x visuals).

Single State of Mind
Simon and Schuster The breakout star of ABC’s The Bachelorette and New York Times bestselling author of It’s Not Okay returns
with a “relatable AF” (Cosmopolitan) collection of her adventures as a still-single gal surviving and thriving in New York City. Sharing
moments like ﬁnding her ﬁrst New York apartment (the front door broke so she had to use the ﬁre escape), her ﬁrst dates on
“celebrity Tinder” (just as bad as regular Tinder) and ﬁnally, watching her ex-ﬁancé propose to another woman on Bachelor in
Paradise, Andi Dorfman doesn’t shy away from pulling back the curtain on the life of a reality star who’s returned to reality. Once
again, Dorfman “doesn’t hold back” (HuﬀPost) as she recounts her romantic mishaps, city adventures, and, of course, insider Bachelor
experiences. Single State of Mind is Sex and the City for the reality TV generation.

We Regret to Inform You
Ember How far would you go to get into the right college?... Fans of Becky Albertalli will appreciate this sharp-witted, timely novel
about an overachiever who stumbles into the middle of a college admissions scandal. Mischa Abramavicius is a walking, talking, topscoring, perfectly well-rounded college application in human form. So when she's rejected not only by the Ivies, but also by her
loathsome safety school, she is shocked and devastated. All the sacriﬁces her mother made to send her to prep school, the late nights
cramming for tests, the blatantly résumé-padding extracurriculars (read: Students for Sober Driving), the feelings of burnout . . . all
that for nothing. As Mischa grapples with the prospect of an increasingly uncertain future, she questions how this could have
happened in the ﬁrst place. Is it possible that her transcript was hacked? With the help of her best friend and sometimes crush, Nate,
and a group of eccentric techies known as "The Ophelia Syndicate," Mischa launches an investigation that will shake the quiet
community of Blanchard Prep to its stately brick foundations. In her sophomore novel, A. E. Kaplan cranks the humor to full blast and
takes a serious look at the extreme pressure of college admissions. "A well-written, intricately plotted, and sympathetic portrayal of
the pressures that some elite college-bound kids experience during senior year." --Kirkus Reviews, starred review An ALA-YALSA Best
Fiction for Young Adults Book A JLG Selection
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Spanking Shakespeare
Ember SHAKESPEARE SHAPIRO HAS ALWAYS hated his name. His parents bestowed it on him as some kind of sick joke when he was
born, and his life has gone downhill from there, one embarrassing incident after another. Entering his senior year of high school,
Shakespeare has never had a girlfriend, his younger brother is cooler than he is, and his best friend's favorite topic of conversation is
his bowel movements.But Shakespeare will have the last laugh. He is chronicling every mortifying detail in his memoir, the writing
project each senior at Shakespeare's high school must complete. And he is doing it brilliantly. And, just maybe, a prize-winning
memoir will bring him respect, admiration, and a girlfriend . . . or at least a prom date.

Four Miles to Pinecone
Fawcett He was an eyewitness to a crime that his best friend committed. . . . “It all started the day school ended” That was when my
English teacher decided not to ﬂunk me—if I wrote a long story during my summer vacation. My name’s Tom Barry. I’m sixteen, and I
really do want to be a junior next year at the high school in St. Paul where I live. But with my full-time job at Mr. Kerr’s grocery store, I
didn’t think I’d have enough time to do it. But by the end of the week, the paper seemed small potatoes. You see, Mr. Kerr’s store was
broken into—and my best friend Mouse was involved. I saw him, but I didn’t know what to do. I didn’t want to be a ﬁnk. I kept mum
because it was right about then that I was invited to stay at my uncle’s resort near Pinecone. It’s a real neat place in the Minnesota
woods, and I ﬁgured I would cool out there. And then I found that they have crime just like in St. Paul—but this time the stakes were
much higher. Suddenly, my life was on the line. . . .

In the Path of Falling Objects
Feiwel & Friends Two brothers leave home looking for their father, and ﬁnd themselves hitching a ride with a violent killer – here is a
road trip from hell. Jonah and his younger brother, Simon, are on their own. They set out to ﬁnd what's left of their family, carrying
between them ten dollars, a backpack full of dirty clothes, a notebook, and a stack of letters from their brother, who is serving a tour
in Vietnam. And soon into their journey, they have a ride. With a man and a beautiful girl who may be in love with Jonah. Or Simon. Or
both of them. The man is crazy. The girl is desperate. This violent ride is only just beginning. And it will leave the brothers taking cover
from hard truths about loyalty, love, and survival that crash into their lives. One more thing: The brothers have a gun. They're going to
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need it.

Monsieur Zenith the Albino
Far Far Away
Knopf Books for Young Readers A National Book Award Finalist An Edgar Award Finalist A California Book Award Gold Medal
Winner A dark, contemporary fairy tale in the tradition of Neil Gaiman. Jeremy Johnson Johnson hears voices. Or, speciﬁcally, one
voice: the ghost of Jacob Grimm, one half of The Brothers Grimm. Jacob watches over Jeremy, protecting him from an unknown dark
evil whispered about in the space between this world and the next. But Jacob can't protect Jeremy from everything. When coltish,
copper-haired Ginger Boultinghouse takes a bite of a cake so delicious it’s rumored to be bewitched, she falls in love with the ﬁrst
person she sees: Jeremy. In any other place, this would be a turn for the better for Jeremy, but not in Never Better, where the Finder of
Occasions—whose identity and evil intentions nobody knows—is watching and waiting, waiting and watching. . . And as anyone
familiar with the Brothers Grimm know, not all fairy tales have happy endings. Veteran writer Tom McNeal has crafted a young adult
novel at once grim(m) and hopeful, full of twists, and perfect for fans of contemporary fairy tales like Neil Gaiman's The Graveyard
Book and Holly Black's Doll Bones. The recipient of ﬁve starred reviews, Publishers Weekly called Far Far Away "inventive and deeply
poignant."

Lectures on the Literature of the Age of Elizabeth
And Characters of Shakespear's Plays
Black Girl,/White Girl
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A Novel
Harper Collins Fifteen years ago, in 1975, Genna Hewett-Meade's college roommate died a mysterious, violent, terrible death.
Minette Swift had been a ﬁercely individualistic scholarship student, an assertive—even prickly—personality, and one of the few black
girls at an exclusive women's liberal arts college near Philadelphia. By contrast, Genna was a quiet, self-eﬀacing teenager from a
privileged upper-class home, self-consciously struggling to make amends for her own elite upbringing. When, partway through their
freshman year, Minette suddenly fell victim to an increasing torrent of racist harassment and vicious slurs—from within the apparent
safety of their tolerant, "enlightened" campus—Genna felt it her duty to protect her roommate at all costs. Now, as Genna
reconstructs the months, weeks, and hours leading up to Minette's tragic death, she is also forced to confront her own identity within
the social framework of that time. Her father was a prominent civil defense lawyer whose radical politics—including defending anti-war
terrorists wanted by the FBI—would deeply aﬀect his daughter's outlook on life, and later challenge her deepest beliefs about social
obligation in a morally gray world. Black Girl / White Girl is a searing double portrait of "black" and "white," of race and civil rights in
post-Vietnam America, captured by one of the most important literary voices of our time.

Lux: The New Girl #1
Penguin Meet the Flyy Girls. The group of girls who seem like they can get away with anything. Veteran author Ashley Woodfolk pens
a gorgeous and dynamic series of four Harlem highschoolers, each facing a crossroads of friendship, family, and love. Lux Lawson is
on a spree. Ever since her dad left, she's been kicked out of every school that would take her, and this is her last chance: Harlem's
Augusta Savage School of the Arts. If this doesn't work, Lux is oﬀ to military school, no questions asked. That means no more acting
out, no more ﬁghts, and deﬁnitely no boyfriends. Focus on her photography, and make nice friends. That's the deal. Enter the Flyy
Girls, three students who have it all together. The type of girls Lux needs to be friends with to stay out of trouble. And after charming
her way into the group, Lux feels she's on the right track. But every group has their secrets, including Lux. And when the past starts
catching up with her, can she keep her place as a Flyy Girl? In this searing series opener, Lux takes center stage as she ﬁgures out
just how hard it can be to start over. With simply stated text and compelling characters, Flyy Girls is a series that's perfect for readers
of any level.
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Markus Zusak: The Book Thief & I Am the Messenger
Knopf Books for Young Readers Two award-winning modern classics from #1 New York Times bestselling author Markus Zusak!
The Book Thief aﬃrms the ability of books to feed the soul even in the bleakest of times in a story the New York Times described as
“brilliant. . . . the kind of book that can be life-changing.” It is 1939. Nazi Germany. Death has never been busier, and will become
busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when
she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares
her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. I Am the Messenger
is a Printz Honor-winning novel and recipient of ﬁve starred reviews that tells the story of Ed Kennedy, an underage cabdriver without
much of a future. His life is one of peaceful routine and incompetence until he inadvertently stops a bank robbery. That's when the
ﬁrst ace arrives in the mail. That's when Ed becomes the messenger. Chosen to care, he makes his way through town helping and
hurting (when necessary) until only one question remains: Who's behind Ed's mission? Discover the enormous talent that is Marcus
Zusak in this extraordinary collection that showcases the intensity and heart inherent in his storytelling. DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY,
MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.

Imaginary Girls
Penguin Chloe's older sister, Ruby, is the girl everyone looks to and longs for, who can't be captured or caged. When a night with
Ruby's friends goes horribly wrong and Chloe discovers the dead body of her classmate London Hayes left ﬂoating in the reservoir,
Chloe is sent away from town and away from Ruby. But Ruby will do anything to get her sister back, and when Chloe returns to town
two years later, deadly surprises await. As Chloe ﬂirts with the truth that Ruby has hidden deeply away, the fragile line between life
and death is redrawn by the complex bonds of sisterhood. With palpable drama and delicious craft, Nova Ren Suma bursts onto the YA
scene with the story that everyone will be talking about.

How To Save A Life
Usborne Publishing Ltd Jill's life lost all meaning when her dad died. Friends, boyfriend, college – nothing matters any more. Then
her mom drops a bombshell: she's going to adopt a baby. Mandy is desperate for her life to change. Seventeen, pregnant and leaving
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home, she is sure of only one thing – her baby must never have a life like hers, whatever it takes. As their worlds change around
them, Jill and Mandy must learn both how to hold on and how to let go, ﬁnding that nothing is as easy - or as diﬃcult - as it seems.
Heart-achingly beautiful, moving and funny, How to Save a Life has been named a Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2011, a School
Library Journal Best Book of 2011 and an American Library Assocation 2012 Top Ten Best Fiction for Young Adults. "A rich tapestry of
love and survival that will resonate with even the most cynical readers." - Booklist

Nick and Tesla's High-Voltage Danger Lab
A Mystery with Electromagnets, Burglar Alarms, and
Other Gadgets You Can Build Yourself
Quirk Books Nick and Tesla are bright 11-year-old siblings with a knack for science, electronics, and getting into trouble. When their
parents mysteriously vanish, they’re sent to live with their Uncle Newt, a brilliant inventor who engineers top-secret gadgets for a
classiﬁed government agency. It’s not long before Nick and Tesla are embarking on adventures of their own—engineering all kinds of
outrageous MacGyverish contraptions to save their skin: 9-volt burglar alarms, electromagnets, mobile tracking devices, and more.
Readers are invited to join in the fun as each story contains instructions and blueprints for ﬁve diﬀerent projects. In Nick and Tesla’s
High-Voltage Danger Lab, we meet the characters and learn how to make everything from rocket launchers to soda-powered vehicles.
Learning about science has never been so dangerous—or so much fun!

Jim Henson's Labyrinth Artist Tribute
Simon and Schuster In the thirty years since its original release in 1986, Jim Henson's timeless fantasy ﬁlm Labyrinth has captured
the minds and imaginations of authors, artists, ﬁlmmakers, and fans across the world. In honor of the ﬁlm's 30th anniversary, return to
the world of Labyrinth and see the beloved characters, imaginative locations, and unforgettable moments as realized by a collection of
uniquely original artistic voices in an unprecedented celebration of the cult classic thirty years in the making.
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Suﬀering and the Sovereignty of God
Crossway In the last few years, 9/11, a tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and many other tragedies have shown us that the vision of God in
today's churches in relation to evil and suﬀering is often frivolous. Against the overwhelming weight and seriousness of the Bible,
many Christians are choosing to become more shallow, more entertainment-oriented, and therefore irrelevant in the face of massive
suﬀering. In Suﬀering and the Sovereignty of God, contributors John Piper, Joni Eareckson Tada, Steve Saint, Carl Ellis, David Powlison,
Dustin Shramek, and Mark Talbot explore the many categories of God's sovereignty as evidenced in his Word. They urge readers to
look to Christ, even in suﬀering, to ﬁnd the greatest conﬁdence, deepest comfort, and sweetest fellowship they have ever known.

Not Perfect
Lake Union Publishing From Elizabeth LaBan, the acclaimed author of The Restaurant Critic's Wife, comes a captivating and very
funny novel about a wife and mother's fall from grace, and why keeping up appearances is not her biggest secret. Tabitha Brewer
wakes up one morning to ﬁnd her husband gone, leaving her no way to support herself and their two children, never mind their
upscale Philadelphia lifestyle. She'd confess her situation to her friends--if it wasn't for those dreadful words of warning in his goodbye
note: "I'll tell them what you did." Instead, she does her best to keep up appearances, even as months pass and she can barely put
food on the table--much less replace a light bulb. While she looks for a job, she lives in fear that someone will see her stuﬃng toilet
paper into her handbag or pinching basil from a neighbor's window box. Soon, blindsided by catastrophe, surprised by romance, and
stunned by the kindness of a stranger, Tabitha realizes she can't keep her secrets forever. Sooner or later, someone is bound to ﬁgure
out that her life is far from perfect.

Like Home
Delacorte Press Fans of Netﬂix's On My Block and readers of Elizabeth Acevedo and Angie Thomas will love this debut novel about a
girl whose life is turned upside down after one local act of vandalism throws both her relationships and neighborhood into turmoil.
Chinelo, or Nelo as her best friend Kate calls her, is all about her neighborhood Ginger East. She loves its chill vibe, ride-or-die sense of
community, and the memories she has growing up there with her friends. Ginger East isn't what it used to be though. After a deadly
incident at the local arcade, most of her friends' families moved away. Kate, whose family owns the local corner store, is still there and
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as long as that stays constant, Nelo's good. When Kate's parent's store is vandalized and the vandal still at large, Nelo is shaken to her
core. And then the police and the media get involved and more of the outside world descends upon Ginger East with promises to "ﬁx
the neighborhood." Suddenly, Nelo ﬁnds herself in the middle of a drama unfolding on a national scale. Worse yet, Kate is acting
strange. She's pushing Nelo away at the exact moment they need each other most. Now Nelo's entire world is morphing into
something she hates and she must ﬁgure out how to get things back on track or risk losing everything--and everyone--she loves.

The White Woman on the Green Bicycle
A Novel
Penguin A beautifully written, unforgettable novel of a troubled marriage, set against the lush landscape and political turmoil of
Trinidad—by the award-winning author of The Mermaid of Black Conch Monique Roﬀey's Orange Prize-shortlisted novel is a gripping
portrait of postcolonialism that stands among great works by Caribbean writers like Jamaica Kincaid and Andrea Levy. When George
and Sabine Harwood arrive in Trinidad from England, George is immediately seduced by the beguiling island, while Sabine feels
isolated, heat-fatigued, and ill-at-ease. As they adapt to new circumstances, their marriage endures for better or worse, despite
growing political unrest and racial tensions that aﬀect their daily lives. But when George ﬁnds a cache of letters that Sabine has
hidden from him, the discovery sets oﬀ a devastating series of consequences as other secrets begin to emerge.

R.I.P. Eliza Hart
Scholastic Inc. A gorgeous and haunting contemporary YA in the tradition of We Were Liars. When Eliza Hart, the most popular girl at
Ventana Ranch boarding school, is found dead, Ellie Sokoloﬀ is determined to ﬁgure out what happened to her. After all, Eliza was
Ellie's childhood best friend. Never mind that ever since Ellie arrived at school Eliza has spread terrible rumors about her, calling her a
liar and a stalker, when all Ellie wanted to do was rekindle their old friendship. Or that Ellie's claustrophobia limits where she can go
and what she can do. Or that Ellie's suitemate, Sam, is the only one who will help her . . . because to everyone else, Ellie looks like the
top suspect.Can Ellie clear her name and solve the mystery behind Eliza's death? Her hunt for the truth will uncover secrets she never
imagined, sending her deep into her own memories of her childhood with Eliza Hart.New York Times bestselling author Alyssa
Sheinmel delivers a gripping mystery and a sensitive and moving examination of the secrets that can hold us back--and even destroy
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us.

Screen Queens
Penguin The Bold Type meets The Social Network when three girls participate in a startup incubator competition and uncover the
truth about what it means to succeed in the male-dominated world of tech. This summer Silicon Valley is a girls' club. Three thousand
applicants. An acceptance rate of two percent. A dream internship for the winning team. ValleyStart is the most prestigious high
school tech incubator competition in the country. Lucy Katz, Maddie Li, and Delia Meyer have secured their spots. And they've come to
win. Meet the Screen Queens. Lucy Katz was born and raised in Palo Alto, so tech, well, it runs in her blood. A social butterﬂy and CEO
in-the-making, Lucy is ready to win and party. East Coast designer, Maddie Li left her home and small business behind for a summer
at ValleyStart. Maddie thinks she's only there to bolster her graphic design portfolio, not to make friends. Delia Meyer taught herself
how to code on a hand-me-down computer in her tiny Midwestern town. Now, it's time for the big leagues--ValleyStart--but super shy
Delia isn't sure if she can hack it (pun intended). When the competition kicks oﬀ, Lucy, Maddie, and Delia realize just how challenging
the next ﬁve weeks will be. As if there wasn't enough pressure already, the girls learn that they would be the only all-female team to
win ever. Add in one ﬁrst love, a two-faced mentor, and an ex-boyfriend turned nemesis and things get...complicated. Filled with
humor, heart, and a whole lot of girl power, Screen Queens is perfect for fans of Morgan Matson, Jenny Han, and The Bold Type.

Down and Across
Penguin "John Green fans will appreciate this tale." —USA Today "[A] humorous, deeply human coming-of-age story." —The
Washington Post Scott Ferdowsi has a track record of quitting. His best friends know exactly what they want to do with the rest of
their lives, but Scott can hardly commit to a breakfast cereal, let alone a passion. With college applications looming and his parents
pushing him to settle on a “practical” career, Scott sneaks oﬀ to Washington, DC, seeking guidance from a famous psychologist who
claims to know the secret to success. He never expects an adventure to unfold. But that’s what Scott gets when he meets Fiora
Buchanan, a ballsy college student whose life ambition is to write crossword puzzles. When the bicycle she lends him gets Scott into a
high-speed chase, he knows he’s in for the ride of his life. Soon, Scott ﬁnds himself sneaking into bars, attempting to pick up girls at
the National Zoo, and even giving the crossword thing a try—all while opening his eyes to fundamental truths about who he is and
who he wants to be.
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Something Like Fate
Penguin Best friends Lani and Erin couldn’t be more diﬀerent. Lani’s reserved and thoughtful; Erin’s bubbly and outgoing. Lani likes
to do her own thing; Erin prefers an entourage. There’s no possible way they could be interested in the same guy. So when Erin starts
dating Jason, Lani can’t believe she feels such a deep connection with him—and it may be mutual. The more Lani ﬁghts it, the more
certain she feels that it’s her fate to be with Jason. But what do you do when the love of your life is the one person you can’t have?
Watch a Video

The Warrior Heir
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers A teen from Ohio discovers he's the last in a long line of magical warriors chosen to ﬁght
to the death. Before he knew about the Roses, sixteen-year-old Jack lived an unremarkable life in the small Ohio town of Trinity. Only
the medicine he has to take daily and the thick scar above his heart set him apart from the other high-schoolers. Then one day Jack
skips his medicine. Suddenly, he is stronger, ﬁercer, and more conﬁdent than ever before. And it feels great—until he loses control of
his own strength and nearly kills another player during soccer team tryouts. Soon, Jack learns the startling truth about himself: He is
Weirlind; part of an underground society of magical people who live among us. At the head of this magical society sit the feuding
houses of the Red Rose and the White Rose, whose power is determined by playing The Game: a magical tournament in which each
house sponsors a warrior to ﬁght to the death. The winning house rules the Weir. As if his bizarre magical heritage isn't enough, Jack
ﬁnds out that he's not just another member of Weirlind—he's one of the last of the warriors, at a time when both houses are scouting
for a player.
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